
Welcome!



Where my 
data 

engineers 
at?



Have you heard?

        is the 
new gold!

        is the 
new oil!



E stands for Extracting



About me and what I do
bestseller.com



Solving data governance with Airflow and

AWS ECS Anywhere



Residency and governance

Residency
reh·zi·duhn·see

Where something lives 
(resides)

Governance
guh·vr·nuhns

How that “something” is 
shaped and managed



Problem statement

ACME acquired a competitor in the US.

ACME acquired a competitor in the US and now they have a problem with paying 
Christmas bonuses.



Problem statement

X



Architecturally, we are in this situation



How would you solve the 
problem?

ⓘ
Click Present with Slido or install our Chrome extension to activate this 
poll while presenting.

https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?interaction-type=TXVsdGlwbGVDaG9pY2U%3D
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/slido/dhhclfjehmpacimcdknijodpjpmppkii


It’s all about trade-offs



It’s all about trade-offs



It’s all about trade-offs



It’s all about trade-offs



“People that made the most 
money in a gold rush were 
selling shovels, not digging 

gold”

AWS ECS and Apache Airflow



AWS ECS



AWS ECS in the real world



Apache Airflow



Workflows and dependencies



Workflows and dependencies
DAG

DAG

DAG

Task



Batteries included!



Operators



AWS ECS and Apache Airflow together

AWS ECS Anywhere Airflow ECS Operator

ECS Anywhere schedules and runs 
containers on your infrastructure.

ECS Operator allows you to schedule 
and run DAGs as containers on ECS



Airflow ECS operator

task == container



AWS ECS Anywhere



AWS ECS



Managed Airflow



AWS ECS Anywhere including New York



AWS ECS Anywhere including New York and San Francisco



Demo 
time!



Christmas bonus and amount 
of taxes to be paid.

Show ETL scripts

Run ETL scripts standalone
To verify they work.

Containerize them
So they are ready to run on 
ECS.

Orchestrate with Airflow
For fun and profit!

01

02

03

04



Bonus calculation ETL script



Bonus calculation ETL script



Bonus calculation ETL script



Tax calculation ETL script



Tax calculation ETL script



Tax calculation ETL script



Christmas bonus and amount 
of taxes to be paid.

Show ETL scripts

Run ETL scripts standalone
To verify they work.

Containerize them
So they are ready to run on 
ECS.

Orchestrate with Airflow
For fun and profit!

01

02

03

04



Run tax script standalone



Run bonus script standalone



Christmas bonus and amount 
of taxes to be paid.

Show ETL scripts

Run ETL scripts standalone
To verify they work.

Containerize them
So they are ready to run on 
ECS.

Orchestrate with Airflow
For fun and profit!

01

02

03

04



Containerize those ETL scripts





Vagrant VMs as external ECS instances



Run bonus task (container)



Check bonus task (container) logs



Check bonus task (container) logs



Run bonus task (container)



Check bonus task (container)
logs again



Cross-instance scheduling

Bonus task

Tax task

Bonus host

Tax host

X



ECS task scheduling

CPU, memory and network requirements

Location, instance-type, 
custom attributes

Spread, binpack etc

Run it!

Cluster 
constraints

Custom 
constraints

Placement 
strategies

Schedule 
task



ECS container instance custom attributes



ECS container instance custom attributes



Run tasks with custom attributes



Proper scheduling

Bonus task

Tax task

Bonus host

Tax host



Christmas bonus and amount 
of taxes to be paid.

Prepare ETL scripts

Run ETL scripts standalone
To verify they work.

Containerize them
So they are ready to run on 
ECS.

Orchestrate with Airflow
For fun and profit!

01

02

03

04



Airflow UI with DAGs



Our good friend, Airflow ECS operator



Christmas bonus DAG



Christmas bonus DAG



Christmas bonus DAG



Christmas bonus DAG



Christmas bonus DAG execution



What happened just now?

1. Airflow ran a DAG

2. DAG started a task on 
ECS

3. ECS scheduled a 
container

4. Container executed 
an ETL script

5. ETL script uploaded 
results



 

Recap
Unavoidable and 

necessary
Containers are boosters 

10 years later

Use the right tool for the job 
and understand trade-offs

ETL ECS Airflow

Technical solutions often have non-technical 
problems, and vice versa



CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, including 
icons by Flaticon, infographics & images by Freepik and illustrations by 

Stories

Thanks!
Do you have any questions?

Please keep this slide for attribution

https://slidesgo.com/
https://www.flaticon.com/
https://www.freepik.com/
https://stories.freepik.com/

